INTRODUCTION
I believe, as another example, that the same thing happened with his
drama as with the modem or popular character of his poetry. Far from
,arising out of a deliberate or thoughtful purpose, this nature of his
poetry was due to a coincidence of temperament or character.
This recapturing of tradition in order to express it in modern idiom
is most evident in his verse. The Gypsy Edladcer is but the renewal of the
most characteristic genre of Spanish traditional poetry, the ballad. What
the great poets achieved with the ballad during the classical period, fol-
lowed by the Duke of Rivas y Zorilla among the Romantics, that is
Federico's achievement among the moderns.
And without my wishing to force an identification or a likeness of
values between his poetry and his drama, I still believe that he brought
about something analogous in the theatre. Aside from any coincidence
already cited in speaking about the poetic idea of drama and of the con-
ception of characters, in the history of the modern Spanish theatre
Federico is the first to look toward our classic theatre in order to restore
some of its essential qualities. Among these qualities is that of consider-
ing the theatre as a complete spectacle. Lyric passages that from today's
preconceived notions about the theatre might be considered added or
accessory are the ones which most strictly adhere to classic Spanish
tradition. Our ancient theatre is a holiday - a great holiday for the spirit,
for the eyes, and for the ears. No modern playwright has made the
musical and the plastic share in the theatre to the extent that Federico
did. And this was not done hi an accessory or contrived fashion but
rather by using these elements as part of the dramatic essence: integrated
within the play's unity. Mr Edwin Honig, in his fine book,1 has noted
the melodic development, following a musician's criterion, of If Five
Years Pass and of Perlimplm. In greater or lesser measure this criterion
may be applied to the whole body of his work. We are not concerned,
then, with the occasional presence of songs or dances, but with the
participation of musical essences within the very conception of a play.
Federico even rearranged some of his plays, accentuating the tendency
referred to, until they became musical comedies or ballets.
That is why, such being his conception of theatre, in evaluating it one
may speak about the degree to which he carried out his intention of fill-
ing the stage with poetry, of integrating certain traditional aspects with
modern forms, of replying with his drama's characters to the anony-
mous voices of his land, of bringing to the theatre the restlessness and
artistic problems of his time. One might ask to what measure he was
able to make use of the resources of the theatre proper in order to attain
these objectives. What one cannot do is apply to a drama that is poetic
I. Garcia Lorca, by Edwin Honig, New Directions, 1944.
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